
 

Note that testimonials above are not clinical trials but reports from individuals who used Cleanshield INT to balance body pH and then reported changes in their physical conditions and/or ailments.   
 

8. Ailment/Diagnosis:   Malaria (resistant); Typhoid Fever  

Symptoms:    not listed     

Treatment Regiment:   Cleanshield (Internal) - 30mls 1x1x1 1
st
 2days,30 mls daily for 2days 

Result of Medication:   Positive - Healed  

Length of time to achieve result:  48 hours   

Name/Patient Details: Mr. Dickson/52 yrs/75 KG/Has had issue for 4 months (as of 3/24/09) 

Additional Notes: Body temperature subsided within 4hrs, Joint pains seized; Un-prolonged purging (stooling) was 

experienced after 18-24 hrs. Salmonella typhoid and plasmodium cells were completely 

obliterated in 3days.Its incredible.    

Source Document:   SD-001 

 

9. Ailment/Diagnosis:   Immune Deficiency   

 Symptoms:    not listed      

Treatment Regiment: Cleanshield (Internal) - 40mls 1x1x1 1
st
 day, 30mls 1x1 for 2

nd
 day and 40mls daily for 3 week 

Result of Medication: Positive - “An amazing result obtained. The viral load crashed, the cd4 count increased to 

profound level, good health once again presented itself and more CS was recommended by 

doctors.”  

Length of time to achieve result:  Unknown 

Name/Patient Details:   Ms Lar-Faan (Case Pending)     

Additional Notes: This case is an exceptional case that still baffles medical doctors in Kafanchan. In their open mindedness, 

they have requested for a formal meet that will help explain the content and mysteries of the therapy.  

Source Document:   SD-001 

 

10. Ailment/Diagnosis:   STD(Staphylococcus)      

Symptoms:    not listed     

Treatment Regiment:   Cleanshield (Internal/Topical) -30mls 1x1x1 1st day, spray for 3days.  
Result of Medication:   Positive - Healed  

Length of time to achieve result:  3 days 

Name/Patient Details: Ms Zaninab Haruna/24 yrs/65 KG/Abuja/Has had issue 2 months as of 1/11/09 

Additional Notes:  n/a 

 Source Document:   SD-001 

 

11. Ailment/Diagnosis:   Pancreatic Cancer  

Symptoms:    not listed     

Treatment Regiment:   Cleanshield (Internal) - 3 ounces a day 

Result of Medication: Positive - Able to leave hospice/she is now “up and doing things” and “beginning her life again” 

Length of time to achieve result:  10 days 

Name/Patient Details:   Lucy/80 yrs old 

Additional Notes: see source document 

Source Document:   SD-011 


